
CAN YOU WRITE A SENTENCE WITHOUT A VERB

9 Answers. George Oliver, former Writing and Linguistics Teacher () main verb. In some cases, you will find them in
complex sentences. Can there be a complete sentence without a noun or verb? If yes, what.

Naturally, we need to read through our work holistically several times. Many of these verbs-turned-nouns end
in -tion, -sion, -ance, or -ence. Naturally he neglected that. In some cases, we can simply drop the subject
delayer: I thought I knew everything there was to know about life becomes I thought I knew everything about
life. Moving forward in the historical time period, Orientalists later borrowed the nominal sentence
terminology from the early Arab grammarians, however modified it slightly to be defined solely with respect
to the absence of the verbal predicate, rather than with respect to the first word of the sentence the noun that
may or may not have a verb in it, as the Arab grammarians defined it. In X-bar theory, there are no obligatory
lexical categories that make up a sentence; instead, there are only general X-bar rules: the specifier rule,
adjunct rule, and complement rule. Not to be: Removing be verbs from your writing How to rout out lifeless
be verbs from your work. You can make full sentences with this the: The cruder they are, the stupider they are.
In this essay, her desire for a sister was already quite clear, though. It could be transformed to I talked to a
young Berklee graduate. In a more grammatical approach, it is the presence of a predicate that makes a
sentence. Readers can intuit this. However, phrase structure rules are supposed to be universal , therefore this
new rule would also allow us to generate "I happy" in English. Not all of the time. A sentence such as "What a
great day today! Some lead into the action. Sometimes this creates a desirable effect, an extra beat, but most
often it squanders that effect by allowing those phrases to crop up without reason â€” another manifestation of
lazy writing. All the words in our language exist for reason, and sometimes the be verb is the best choice.
Hidden super verbs Sometimes perfectly strong, vibrant verbs morph into nouns and an is, are, was, or were
steps into their place. This kind of food can just be arranged on the platter without the are sauce. The subject
â€” golf experiences â€” has moved up front and interested formerly the adjective interesting is a more, well,
interesting verb than was. Obviously, the active sentence puts the doer up front and gets along without a
helping verb.


